The Pro-E grip frame is capable of high rates of fire and an agitating hopper such as a VL Revolution, Halo, or Evolution 2 is recommended for better performance.

**COCK MARKER BEFORE AIRING UP:** Due to low pressure valving, you must cock the marker first or it may leak down the barrel. Simply pull the cocking rod in the back of the marker and the flush cocking rod will slide back into the marker after it is cocked.

**ON/OFF BUTTON:** The on/off is the blue button located on the left hand side of the grip frame. Push it once to turn your Pro-E on. Push it again and the frame will turn off. The frame should be left off when not using the marker or you will drain the battery.

**SAFETY:** Read your instruction manual and follow all the rules of marker safety. Hold the green button down to turn the marker to Semi, Burst or Full Auto. Lightly pressing the Green Button will cycle through the menus.

**MODES OF FIRE:** All menus can be accessed in Safe Mode
- Burst – 1-5 shot burst (red button)
- Count A – 0 to 160 (red button)
- ROF – 1-15 (red button) (controls burst and full modes)
- ROF MAX – 1-15 (controls semi mode only)
- Timer – 60:00 (red button to change) (blue button starts countdown)

**SEAR RELEASE SLIDE:** The sear release slide is located on the left hand side of the Pro-E grip frame. To reinstall the bolt/block/hammer assembly, push the sear release slide up before the hammer comes in contact with the sear. That will allow the bolt/block/hammer assembly to slide easily into the marker.

**REG PRESSURE:** The regulator pressure can be changed with a 1/8" allen wrench. Screwing the adjustment screw in will lower the pressure. The regulator should be set near 300 psi to get 300 fps. Lower regulator pressure will lower velocity, but if the pressure gets too low, the marker might not recock.

**COCKING ROD:**
- Velocity Adjustment
- Sear Release
- Charge Port
- Red Button

**LCD DISPLAY**
- Alarm
- Tournament Lock
- Battery Indicator
- Fire Modes
- COUNT A B
- BURST
- TIMER
- ROF MAX
- 00:00
- Counter/Timer
- Safe Mode Only Menus
- Safe Semi Bar Full

**PRO-E BATTERY:** The Pro-E comes with a 9 volt rechargeable battery. You must charge it for a full 22 hours before initial use since the it does not come fully charged. For best long term battery life, repeat this process every time it is drained. You can also use a regular 9 volt battery with this frame if your rechargeable battery is dead or if you want to play with the frame right away. You will need to remove the right grip panel when you need to replace it.

**WARNING:** PMI RECOMMENDS USING THE 9V RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PROVIDED FOR OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE. DO NOT USE THE BATTERY CHARGER WHEN USING ANY NON-RECHARGEABLE BATTERY.

**TOURNAMENT LOCK SWITCH:** The tournament lock switch enables you to play in a tournament or at a field that does not allow full auto and burst modes by restricting the marker to semi-automatic only. Pro-E frames come with the tournament lock off so you can immediately put the marker in full auto or burst mode. The lock is a silver button you can access by removing the right grip panel and lifting out the battery. Simply press it once to turn the lock on.
Disassembly of electronic trigger frame will void warranty.